
The
Zebra
finch

Class &Style (Good & Inferior)
by Joseph M. Crosby
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Normal Male Zebra Courting Hen 011 left

Some Show Faults Found in Zebra Finches
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and legs pink. There are various shades of
dilute normals, silvery grey being the
ideal. Chest bars vary from sooty to pale
grey, cheek lobes vary from pale orange
to pale cream, flankings from reddish to
pinkish fawn with even clear white spots.
Tear markings same shade as breast bar.
The lighter the general color the paler
the chest, tail, lobe and flankings. Tail
dark with white bars.

HE . As other hens, but the same
shade to match the cocks.

Show faults: Variation in color be
tween cock and hen of pairs and variation
in color of individual birds. Fawn shad
ings. Indistinct markings on cocks.

DOMI A T CREAM (DILUTE

not, we all should try and up grade our
quality by culling our flocks and trying
to establish good select breeders.

The Color Standards are as follows:
NORMAL COCK. Eyes dark, beak

red. Feet and legs pink. Head and neck
dark grey, wings grey. Breast bar jet
black. Throat and upper breast zebra
striped, grey with darker lines running
from cheek to cheek continuing down to
chest bar. Underparts white may have
some fawn ish shading near vent and
thighs. Cheek lobes dark orange. Tear
markings black and distinct. Tail, black
with white bars, side flankings reddish
brown with clear white spots.

HEN. As for cock minus chest barring,
lobe and flank markings. Beak paler in
color. Tear markings black and distinct.
A lighter shade of normal is recognized.

Show faults: Brov.'n shading on wings
and mantle.

WHITE, COCK AND HEN. Eyes dark.
Beak red. Feet and legs pink. Pure white
all over. Hens usually have beaks of a
paler shade of red.

Show faults: Colored spangles on
mantle.

FAWN COCK. Eyes dark. Beak red.
Feet and legs pink. Head, neck and wings
deep even fawn. Breast bar dark. Throat
and upper breast light fawn with zebra
lines running from cheek to cheek con
tinuing down to breast bar. Underparts
white, may have some fawnish shading
near vent and thighs. cheek lobes dark
orange, tear markings same shade as
breast bar. Tail dark barred with white.
Side flankings reddish brown with even
clear white spots.

HEN. As other hens, but the same
shade of fawn as cocks.

Show faul ts: VariatIOn in color be
tween cock and hen of pairs.

DOMINANT SILVER (DILUTE NOR
MAL) COCK. Eyes dark. Beak red. Feet

The mighty little Zebra, native to Aus
tralia, but highly domesticated in all parts
of the world, is known to almost all avi
culturists.

The Grey Zebra and its many muta
tions fill thousands of Aviaries. The Zebra
being so prolific makes it possible for
millions to be sold each year. Most avicul
turists just raise Zebra's, after all "A
Zebra is a Zebra!"

To a small minority of Zebra breeders
there is a good and bad type of Zebra;
the good Zebra is one with style, class,
good markings and color. I will try to
bring forth this class and style of Zebra
so that a few more of us may join the
efforts to upgrade the quality of stock
in our country.

A Zebra should be bold throughout
and of the "cobby" type, giving the bird
a look of substance, wings evenly carried
to the root of the tail. The head must be
full and round with a slight recession at
the neck with the back straightening out
to a slight rise in the tail. The back
should not be hollow as this gives the
appearance of a swayback, nor the neck
filled, as this gives the bird the look of a
hunchback. Throat and chest should be
full.

The cock should have distinct chest
bars not less than 1/8" wide. The chest
nut side flanks should be prominent,
extending from wing butts to the end
of the rump and should have clearly de
fined white spots. The beak should be
coral red (hen - orange) with feet and
legs a deep pink.

Color standards have been established
for guide lines to follow in Showing all
mutations of Zebras. To the best of my
knowledge, the standards were first
established in England and have been
carried out in the United States by the
Zebra Finch Club of Toledo, Ohio.

Whether we wish to show Zebras or
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FAWN) COCK. Eyes dark. Beak red. Feet
and legs pink. Again all shades from deep
cream to pale cream. Markings in cocks
to be in general tone to match depth of
diluteness. Tear markings same shade as
breast bar. Tail deep cream with white
bars.

HEN. As other hens but of the same
shade to match the cocks.

Show faults: Variation in color be
tween cock and hen of pairs and variation
in color of individual birds. Fawn shad
ings. Indistinct markins on cocks.

PIED, COCK AND HEN. Eyes dark.
Beak red. Feet and legs pink. Any other
colors broken with white approximately
50% of each color. Cock to retain cock
markings in broken form on cheeks,
flanks, wings and tail but must be evenly
matched pairs of the same color. Tear
markings distinct but can be broken.

Show faults: Loss of cock markings
which should be shown in broken form.

CHESTNUT FLANKED WHITE
COCK. Eyes dark. Beak red. Feet and legs
pink. Head, neck, back and wings, as near
white as possible, underparts pure white,
breast bar grey or near black. Tear mark
ings same shade as breast bar. Cheek lobes
cream. Tail pale grey with white barrings.
Flank markings reddish brown with clear
white spots.

HEN. As other hens to match cocks.
May have light head markings.

Show faults: Markings too pale in the
cock.

PENGUIN (NORMAL) COCK. Eyes
dark. Beak red. Feet and legs pink. Head,
neck and wings a light even silver grey,
with flights, secondaries and coverts
edged with a paler shade of grey giving
a laced effect. (This lacing does not show
to a full advantage until the second full
moult.) Underparts from beak to vent
pure white without any trace of barring.
Cheek lobes pale orange to pale cream to
match body color of bird. Tail silvery
grey barred with white. Side flankings
reddish brown with clear white spots.

HEN. As other hens, but with cheek
lobes white. (There can be Penguin forms
of the other colors.)

Show faults: Barring on chest.
RECESSIVE SILVER (DILUTE NOR

MAL) COCK. Eyes dark. Beak red. Feet
and legs pink. Head, neck and mantle
medium bluish grey, wings grey. Throat
and upper breast zebra striped, bluish
grey with darker lines running from cheek
to cheek continuing down to chest bar.
Chest bar dark grey. Tear marks distinct
and to match color of chest bar. Cheek
lobes medium orange. Underparts white
sometimes slightly shaded near thighs and

vent. Flankings light reddish brown with
clear white spots. Tail dark with white
bars. Cock markings should be clear and
distinct with only slight dilution.

HEN. As other hens, but the same
shade to match the cocks.

Show faults: Variation in color be
tween cock and hens of pairs and varia
tion in color of individual birds. Fawn
shadings. Indistinct markings on cock.
Color too dark or too light.

RECESSIVE CREAM (DILUTE
FAWN) COCK. Eyes dark. Beak red.
Feet and legs pink. Head, neck and
mantle medium cream, wings cream.
Throat and upper breast zebra striped,
cream with darker lines running from
cheek to cheek continuing down to
chest bar. Cheek lobes medium orange.
Underparts white sometimes slightly
shaded near thighs and vent. Flankings
light reddish brown with clear white
spots. Tail dark cream with white bars.
Cock markings should be clear and dis
tinct with only slight dilution.

HENS. As other hens but of the same
shade to match the cocks.

Show faults: Variation in color be
tween cock and hen of pairs and varia
tion in color of individual birds. Fawn
shadings. Indistinct markings on cocks.
Color too dark or too light.

THE EXACT PRESCRIPTION FOR A HEALTHIER, HAPPIER, (ONTENTED BIRD.

P.O. BOX 4525
126 E. SPRUCE ST.

COMPTON, CA. 90220

RAINBOW MEALWORMS contain 12 of the 16 elements that are found in
living tissue and rich in vitamins A and B. Natural vitamin A is essential to
your birds nutrition and growth. Vitamin B is required to maintain the
nervous system.
RAINBOW MEALWORMS are a living food, clean and odorless. They
should be kept under refrigeration at 400 to 480 (but not necessary). At
this temperature they become dormant and maintain perfect condition for
several months.
RAINBOW MEALWORMS are graded in four sizes for your conveniences:
SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, and MIXED. Each and every worm is fresh
and lively. No need for sorting or sifting. We guarantee 10% or more over
count per measure.
POSTAGE IS PREPAID. PROMPT SHIPMENT ALL YEAR AROUND.

·INSTRUCTIONS ON CARE ARE ENCLOSED WITH FIRST ORDER.
~

THE BEST FOR LESS,
1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.50 10,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $18.00
3,000 .. . .. .. .. .. . $6.50 20,000 , $32.00
5,000 . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.50 40,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $56.00

~
California Residents

\ . I add 6% Sales Tax,

WE GUARANTEE LIVE DELIVERY I

Mealworms are easy to eat! Birds Love 'em! ~ \ NB0 ~
(213) 635-1494 dmb-. ~~ If, ~

..~MEALWORMS ~
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